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Beautiful Beach Boy is a story about 13 year old Jesse who lives on a barrier island off
the Carolinas. He daydreams about sexual adventures with guys and girls. Jesse is a free
spirit who loves to surf, skimboard and swim. The only thing he loves more than being
out doors is being naked outdoors. Join Jesse as he discovers his sexuality and loses his
virginity everyway imaginable. In this chapter Zach will lose his virginity to both Beth
and Jesse. The sexual intensity of the story will heat up considerably. I hope you enjoy
Beautiful Beach Boy.
As always, if you are not supposed to be reading this story…then please don’t…please practice safe sex.
This story is a total fantasy. Thanks to everyone who has taken the time to write me. Your encouragement, ideas,
fantasies and personal experiences are very much appreciated. Your thoughts and ideas are always welcome at
mack1137@gmail.com.
Please let me know what you like to read about and what turns you on. If you are curious about my background and/or
would like to share your thoughts and ideas on erotic story telling in a more public forum, please visit
http://mack1137.sensualwriter.com .
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Beautiful Beach Boy – Chapter 4
Jesse, Beth, Cassie and Steve were just finishing breakfast. Beth had just finished telling
everyone about her father’s intensive sex education program when he finds out how hot
Beth is for young Jesse. Cassie and Jessie both hug Beth. All four of them are naked and
just the little contact from a hug has Jesse’s erection beginning to swell again. It is then
that Jesse sees his best friend Zach walking up the steps toward their door. Zach is used
to just walking in to Jesse’s house. He gets a shock when he walks in and finds his best
friend Jesse with his arm around Beth and they along with Cassie and Steve are all naked.
Zach is not sure what to do or say. Uhhh…I guess I will come back later.

Jesse runs to his friend and hugs him. No…no…stay!
Zach is about to freak that his naked best friend has a boner and is hugging him in front
of his mother, boyfriend and Beth. Zach’s jaw is just slack. He does not know what to
say or do.
Jesse looks at Zach as he holds him by the shoulders. Dude it was crazy last night. Jesse
tells Zach about the photos that Steve took of Jesse on the beach with the horses and how
that led to sex. Then he sees Beth across the way and she comes over. He tells Zach
about how he and Beth lost their virginity to each other. It was so hot. We all sexed it up
all night.
Zach asked, all of you?
Yeah…and now it is your turn.
Zach blushes. I…er…well…I don’t know what to do. That was embarrassing for Zach
to admit since Jesse is a year younger.
No problem dude…come on! Jesse tells Zach. Jesse and Beth pull Zach down the
hallway toward the bedroom.
Steve rushes along behind them and grabs his camera so that he can capture the
deflowering of Zach. Steve begins to snap shots of Jesse unbuttoning Zach shorts while
Beth skins off his t-shirt. Steve captures the moment when Zach’s shorts are midway
down his legs and Zach’s beautiful erection and small pubic bush are revealed.
Beth begins to give Zach a passionate kiss and Jesse can see Zach’s member begin to
throb. Beth pulls Zach down on to the bed kissing and probing every corner of his hot
mouth.
Zach begins to explore Beth’s tiny breasts with their sexy erect nipples. Zach slides his
head down and begins to suck on one of Beth’s nipples. His penis is so hard it feels like
it might explode. This is the hottest thing ever, Zach thinks.
It is then that he feels Jesse’s hand guiding his erection toward Beth’s waiting vagina.
Jesse knows that Zach’s boner bends slightly to the left so he helps line Zach up to enter
Beth. He loves holding Zach hot erection. Zach begins to ease forward and he instantly
feel the heat and moisture at Beth’s sacred entrance. Zach cannot believe that he is
seconds away from losing his virginity. Zach groans as Beth hot young vagina begins to
devour his boy cock.

Beth feels her juices start to flood as this delicious boy begins to enter her. She feels
Zach slide deep into her molten core. There is something different about this mating and
she cannot figure out what it is. It feels awesome…just different.
Jesse loves touching Zach’s boner almost as much as he enjoys fingering Beth. As Zach
begins his penetration of Beth, Jesse does not let go of Zach’s member. His fingers are
inside Beth’s vagina rubbing Zach’s rigid staff. Jesse loves the feeling. He watches
Zach’s hips begin to piston his boyhood in and out of Beth. Jesse removes his fingers
from Beth’s steaming vagina and he begins to play with Zach’s crack. In moments
Jesse’s fingers slick with Beth’s juices are penetrating his friend Zach. Jesse begins to
stretch Zach’s rosebud. Jesse is so turned on his cock is on fire.
Jesse quickly gets on his knees behind his hot young friend. Jesse puts the tip of his
penis at the entrance to Zach’s virgin love tunnel.
Zach increases his rhythm and is on the verge of climax when he experiences a sharp
pain. In one thrust Jesse had imbedded his boy tool half way in Zach’s virgin ass. Jesse
gives it one more thrust and buries himself to the hilt. Zach cries out in pain as his best
friend takes his virginity. That causes Zach to just about penetrate Beth’s cervix.
Beth is turned on by Jesse fucking Zach. Beth can feel their mating and how that
increases the pounding she is taking from Zach. The intensity of the stimulation becomes
too much for Beth and she cries out as a massive orgasm washes over her body.
Zach feels Beth’s juices begin to flood and he knows that Beth has gone over the edge.
That is enough to trigger his orgasm and he pumps his seed deep in her body. That
pushes Jesse over the edge and he begins to seed Zach. All of them are lying on the bed
spent.
As Zach rolls off of Beth, Jesse dives in and begins to eat his best friend’s semen out of
Beth’s steamy vagina. Jesse digs deep to get every drop of see and all of the attention has
Beth on the verge of another orgasm. In moments he has her begging for release.
All 5 of them drift off to sleep. They are exhausted and fall into a deep sleep. They all
wake up about 2 pm. The kids decide they are going skinny surfing at the tip of the
island. They run down the steps and pull on their rash guard shirts and shorts and grab
their surf boards.
Cassie fills a picnic basket with wine, cheese, snacks and drinks for the kids. She and
Steve follow behind the kids. Steve holds her hand and tells her this has been the most
amazing two days ever. Cassie leans over and kisses Steve and tells him how wonderful
it has been for her.
When they get to the north end of the island, the kids are already surfing. Cassie begins
to strip naked and Steve quickly follows her lead. They run out in the surf like little kids.
They swim out through the breakers and as they surface their naked bodies are entwined

and they kiss passionately. Steve looks at Cassie and tells her just how hot he thinks she
is. That is follow by an even long and more passionate kiss. Cassie can feel Steve’s
steel hard member pressing against her. A huge wave breaks over them and when they
surface Cassie is intentionally riding Steve. She lets herself slide down his manhood
until she has fully captured him. Steve begins to slowly thrust as another wave breaks
over them. This time Steve’s member remains plugged deeply in his lover.
Cassie and Steve are unaware of the family walking down the beach…
Walking down the beach is a beautiful Nordic looking family. A father, mother and 12
year old fraternal twins are walking down the beach as a family. Each of the kids has a
skim board. The boy is wearing a Speedo from last year that barely contains him and the
young girl is wearing a small bikini that barely covers her.
12 years earlier…
The father and mother grew up in Wyoming on a ranch with parents who love them
dearly. They shared the family bed from birth and the family enjoyed spending long
winter nights pleasuring each other. It wasn’t surprising when Tim the boy was 14 that
he was sexually attracted to his 12 year old sister. They had been masturbating each
other for years. When Terri has her first period the parents decide that it is time for Tim
and Terri to know each other sexually. The first menses was more than enough to
intensify Tim’s sexual interest in his sister. All week during her first bloody show, Tim is
rubbing his aching penis against her labia. He so wants to enter Terri, but his parents
say no. After a week of this agony, mom and dad tell Tim and Terry that they may have
each other.
The kids, who are between their parents in the family bed, begin to kiss passionately.
Tim’s hands are all over his beautiful sister who he loves deeply. Tim hugs Terri and
asks her if she is ready. Terri answers Tim with a kiss that about sucks Tim’s tongue all
the way down her throat. Terri feels her juices flooding. Her 12 year old vagina aches
for Tim’s 14 year old member. She feels the tip of his boyhood at her gateway to
pleasure.
Tim applies enough pressure to slide the tip of his member inside his sister until his
progress is impeded by her maidenhead. Tim kisses Terri lovingly and asks if she is
ready. Terri answers Tim by thrusting her hips toward her brother and impaling herself
on his rigid erection. Tim thrusts forward and feels his penis lose it’s virginity as he
penetrates Terri to the core. His penis stretches his virgin sister until she is completely
his and his aching penis rests against her virgin cervix.
The beautiful brother and sister pause a moment to give Terri time to adjust to the
intrusion of her brother’s incestuous member being deep inside her core. Terri feels her
juices flooding as she thinks about the forbidden nature of what they are doing. The
thought is almost enough to cause her to pass the point of no return. She whispers in her
brother’s ear how much she loves him. They kiss deeply as he pulls his penis back. Tim

begins to thrust his boyhood to her core. That causes Terri to flood them with her juices.
It is unusual for a girl of this age to flood the way she does. Soon they are both wet and
on the verge of a powerful, mind bending orgasm. Tim feels his father’s man seed
raining down on his back as he begins to pound his cock again and again into his sister.
Terri is the first to cry out as a powerful orgasm overwhelms her young body. Tim
cannot hold on. The contraction of his young sister’s tight vagina on his erection is
milking the incestuous seed from deep in his young testicles. Soon the semen cannot be
contained by his young body any longer. Tim’s erection ejaculates his hot incestuous
semen deep in his sister. He floods her with his precious boy seed. The brother and
sister experience one of the most powerful orgasms ever.
Their mother and father look on lovingly as they watch their children mate. They know
that Tim and Terri’s love for each other is deep.
A week later..
Tim’s dad smiles as Tim takes his sister sexually on the floor in front of the television.
This is a much better show than anything they can get on the satellite. As he thinks about
it, he decides that this must be about the 20th time that the kids have had intercourse in
the last week. They have been having sex 3 or 4 times a day. They just can’t get enough
of each other. They will need a new mattress for the family bed if this keeps up. He takes
his wife and they join the children on the floor mating.
Three months later…
Tim and Terri continue to mate several times a day. Terri notices that her daughter’s
menses is two weeks late. She smiles as she imagines Tim’s incestuous seed reaching his
sister’s egg. She wonders….
A few weeks later Terri complains of the flu. She is vomiting every morning.
8 months later…
Terri’s mom, a registered nurse and midwife, delivers spectacularly beautiful fraternal
twins. Tim and Terri are proud parents. They name the kids Kevin and Kerri. Tim and
his dad go to the store and purchase a new family bed for Tim and Terri’s young family.
They stop for a supply of condoms because Tim’s dad knows that he cannot keep his
hands off of Terri.
Terri’s name is legally changed and a new birth certificate is issued. They move to a new
state and Terri and Tim are married.

12 years later…
Terri, Tim, Kevin and Kerri are walking down the beach. Terri thinks how lucky she is
to have a fantastic brother, lover and husband. She looks at her two beautiful children
and shivers with delight. Terri turns to Tim and gropes him while she kisses him
passionately.
Kevin and Kerri race ahead and toss their skim boards in the surf and jump on them.
They are a marvel to behold as they skim along the surf in less than an inch of water.
Their young bodies are magnificent. Both kids have white blond hair and piercing blue
eyes. Their young bodies are tight and lean from swimming, surfing and running. Terri
sees the pronounced bulge in Kevin’s Speedos. They barely contain his growing
boyhood.
As Kevin finishes his current run through the surf, he runs up toward the surf line and
rips his Speedos off and tosses them on the beach. This striptease happens despite the
fact that he is only 50 feet up the beach from the last house. Terri desperately hopes that
no one is home. Terri loves to look at her naked son. He reminds her so much of what
her brother looked like at that age and how much she loved snuggling naked with him
when she was 12.
Movement down the beach catches Terri’s eye as she is watching Kevin skim board
naked. Suddenly Terri realizes that there are people down the beach. As she is about to
sound the alarm about Kevin getting dressed, Terri discovers that there are three kids that
are surfing completely naked. She is the only one that has noticed them and decides that
she will keep the news to herself.
Tim is busy telling her how much he wants to suck Kevin. Kerri is busy grabbing at her
brother’s erection and taunting him about it. While Terri is watching Kerri taunt Kevin
she sees a couple in the surf. As the surf rolls out they are standing there naked and
joined in intercourse. It is clear from watching the man that he is thrusting into the
woman. Terri feels her juices begin to flow. She has never seen anything like this. She
really needs for Tim to fuck her.
Suddenly Tim discovers all of the activity in the surf. Terri leans over an kisses him and
tells him how hot she is for his manhood.
Tim pulls away. Did you see what is…Tim tries to ask. He is stopped by Terri’s kiss
and the feel of her groping his erection.
Yes she tells him…hot…I have to see more and then I need you. Terri tells him.

Tim is even more startled when he turns back around and finds both of the twins naked.
Tim quickly realizes that the couple in the surf is having intercourse and the kids down
the beach are surfing naked.
Kevin turns around and sees the kids down the beach surfing naked. Whoa…look
sis…very hot. Kerri sees the kids and they both stop and watch their naked surfing. It is
then that they discover the couple in the surf having sex.
Cassie feels Steve thrusting against her clit while they make love. It is more than she can
take. Cassie screams in pleasure. The sound of her orgasmic scream can easily be heard
over the pounding surf. She grinds mindlessly against Steve’s hard cock as she rides the
waves of her orgasm. The feeling of his hot semen spurting into her hungry vagina starts
the orgasm over again.
Jesse, Zach and Beth hear the scream and are momentarily concerned that Cassie is in
trouble. That concern ends when the waves roll out. Steve and Cassie are in knee deep
water with Steve thrusting powerfully into Cassie. It is a beautiful site.
Jesse and Zach are the first to see the two beautiful kids skim boarding naked.
Jesse points down the beach. Wow they are hot!
Jesse and Zach surf into the beach. Both have full erections. Beth follows along behind
them shaking her head wondering what the two sex maniacs are up to.
It never crosses Jesse’s mind that he is naked and should cover up. He and Zach walk
down the beach naked toward the new kids. Jesse’s boner is throbbing.
All 5 of the kids are studying each other. Their naked bodies are a marvel to each other.
Hey…you two are hot! Jesse tells Kevin and Kerri. Jesse’s young erection is throbbing
with each beat of his heart.
You guys are pretty hot looking too! Kevin tells him while Kerri cannot take her eyes off
of Jesse’s naked body.
Beth is staring at Kerri’s body. She cannot believe her eyes. At the top of Kerri’s slit
something is sticking out and it is red. As they draw closer it looks to Beth like a tiny
erect penis head. Beth walks toward Kerri. When she gets close she says, Hey I am
Beth.
Kerri looks at Beth and is fascinated by her breasts. Her finger goes out instinctively and
she traces the outline of Beth’s boob and ends up with her finger flicking the rock hard
nipple. I am Kerri and I love your boobs Beth, Kerri tells her.

Beth’s fingers go to Kerri slit and she gently parts Kerri’s labia. That reveals a very cool
looking and very large and erect clit. It looks like a small, erect penis. As Beth runs her
finger up the large clit, Kerri shivers with pleasure. It is extraordinary. It is over an inch
long and as big around as Beth’s finger. It makes her mouth water to look at it.
Jesse drops to his knees and begins to suck Kevin. Kevin moans from the pleasure cause
by Jesse’s tongue. Kevin runs his fingers through Jesse’s hair. He loves the feeling of
Jesse’s warm engulfing mouth. Kevin begins a reflexive response and starts to face fuck
Jesse. Kevin cannot help himself. He needs release and this hot kid wants to suck his
engorged member. Kevin can feel his member hit the back of Jesse’s throat. He marvels
at how well this dude deals with being deep throated.
Jesse takes control of the situation and with his tongue and mouth brings pressure on
Kevin. He wants the boy to explode in his mouth. Jesse begins to bob his head on the
boy at a rapid pace. Kevin cries out as the stimulation becomes too much. Kevin
screams as his man juice flows from his young balls to the tip of his penis. Kevin thrusts
uncontrollably into the Jesse’s mouth as he sprays his semen cocktail down Jesse’s throat.
Beth drops to her knees and begins to lick and suck Kerri’s huge clit. She sucks it as if it
is Jesse penis. Kerri cries out in pleasure as the intensity of the sucking increases. Beth
wants to make this hot looking girl cum in her mouth.
Soon Kerri, seeing her brother explode in Jesse’s mouth, cannot hold off. She thrusts her
pelvis and clit forward until Beth’s attention to them is overwhelming. Kerri is grinding
her clit against Beth’s mouth. Kerri is groaning and screaming until her orgasm is more
than she can deal with…she grinds her hard clit against Beth’s face as wave after wave of
her orgasm overcome her young body. Her juices are flooding Beth’s mouth. Beth laps
up Kerri’s cum as fast as she can.
Kevin and Zach spread out a towel on the sand. Zack is on his back and Kevin gets
above him in a 69 position. Jesse watches as Kevin begins to deep throat Zach. Kevin’s
beautiful ass is in the air while Kevin is sucking Zach. Jesse takes that as an invitation.
Jesse looks longingly at Kevin’s bubble butt. Jesse decides that he needs to taste that
beautiful ass. He gets behind Kevin and gently spreads his cheeks. Jesse licks and kisses
Kevin’s rosebud. His hot young tongue begins to probe and penetrate this beautiful
blond boy. Soon Jesse is behind Kevin and his cock head is pressed against Kevin’s
pucker. Jesse thrusts forward as Kevin climaxes in Zach’s mouth. Jesse buries his hot
cock in Kevin’s bubble butt. He cannot believe the intense pleasure of taking this young
boy’s cherry.
Zach decides that he needs to see Jesse mate with Kevin. Zach slides out from under
Kevin. Zach’s mouth is still full of Kevin’s hot seed. Zach stands beside Kevin and
Jesse. Zach watches as Jesse slams his hot cock deep inside Kevin again and again.
Zach leans down and kisses Jesse passionately filling his mouth with Kevin’s still hot
seed. Jesse cannot believe how hot and sexy it is to be on the verge of a climax with this
Kevin and how cool it is to have a mouth full of Kevin’s boy seed.

Soon the man seed is pumping from Jesse’s young testicles to his raging erection. Jesse
starts to pound his cock into Kevin. The friction builds up an orgasm that is beyond
belief. Soon Jesse feels the pressure in his loins to seed this beautiful young boy. He
wants to fill this Kevin with his hot semen. Jesse pumps and pumps until he can feel he
body force his seed up his potent young cock. Soon his cock erupts. Jesse is blasting
hot boy seed from his immature young penis into Kevin’s hungry ass. The semen
explodes from the source. Jesse thrust uncontrollably as his boyhood erupts in a bath of
semen into Kevin’s ass. Kevin feels the boy’s hot semen filling his ass and he cries out
in pleasure. Jesse pounds Kevin’s ass until he has released his entire load.
Cassie and Steve come out of the surf naked as the day they were born. Tim and Terri
are there to meet them. Tim’s member begins to expand as he sees the beauty of Steve’s
member. Cassie begins to kiss and fondle Terri. Soon they are all very turned on.
Tim’s eyes are lust filled and he looks at Steve. Dude will you fuck me? Tim asks.
Steve only nods and takes Tim into his arms. He kisses Tim deeply and begins to suck
his nipples. Soon he begins to suck Tim’s man cock. Steve loves the taste of Tim’s cock
and keeps stroking his tongue around the man member. The taste of precum quickly
becomes noticeable. Steve knows he is about to cum. Tim explodes filling Steve’s
mouth with his hot man seed. Steve is now so hot that he must fuck Tim as quickly as he
can.
Steve drools Tim’s hot semen into Tim’s ass crack and uses his fingers to lubricate Tim’s
love tunnel. Tim watches as Steve drool the rest of Tim’s semen on Steve’s own cock.
Steve moves behind Tim and presses his manhood against Tim’s rosebud. Terri and
Cassie watch as Steve thrusts forward burying his erection to the hilt in Tim. Tim cries
out at the penetration.
Steve rams his hard cock deeply into Tim’s rose bud. He pistons he man root in and out
of Tim’s ass. He needs to seed Tim. Steve thrusts as hard and fast as he can until he can
feel the unmistakable feeling of impending orgasm. Steve cries out as his seed spills
deeply into Tim. He thrusts again and again. The pounding of his prostate causes Tim’s
erection to erupt on to the sand. Blast after blast of hot cum is sprayed across the sand.
Cassie drops to her knees and begins to lap Terri’s cunt. Cassie wants to bring Terri to a
mind bending orgasm. Cassie licks and probes Terri. She uses her tongue as a male
member and fucks the Terri with it. Soon Cassie needs release and Jesse is there for her.
Jesse looks at his mother’s beautiful ass. She presents it in a way that Jesse must have
her. Jesse mounts his mother from behind while Cassie continues to lap Terri’s steaming
love tunnel. Jesse thrust his boy cock deep in his mother’s vagina. It clutches his young
member like a sleeve. Jesse begins to thrust wildly. He is so turned on by having sex
with his gorgeous mom that he cannot control himself. Jesse thrusts again and again until
his semen fountains deep inside mother. Cassie can taste the explosion of juices from
Terri’s hot cunt. Cassie probes Terri deeply until she has sucked all of the juice from her.

Terri watches the young boy that can only be Cassie’s son finish spilling a powerful load
of his seed into his mother. That causes Terri to have another mini orgasm as she
watches this beautiful beach boy have his way with his mother.
Zach starts kissing Kerri. He feels her grinding against his manhood. Zach wants Kerri
bad. He has a strong need to seed her. Zach draws her to him. Kerri thinks Zach is hot.
As he pulls her close she manages to capture his erection between her legs. Soon Zach’s
raging boner is pressed between her swollen labia. He can feel the hot moistness from
her core. They kiss deeply and Kerri’s legs press together to intensify the pleasure they
both feel. Kerri clit is erect and rubbing against Zach’s hard shaft. Zach pulls back from
their kiss for a moment to study Kerri’s fin features, brilliant blue eyes and white blond
hair. As he pulls back it is just enough for his throbbing glans of his erection to enter her
virginal vagina. The heat and stimulation are too much for Zach. In one thrust, Zach’s
hard penis enters her virgin womb. Standing before all of these people Zach thrust his
teen member deep in Kerri. Kerri cries out as he penetrates her deeply. Zach’s thrusting
is beyond control as Terri and Tim call out to Zach to stop. Zach cannot stop himself
because the last thrust pushed him beyond the point of no return. He cries out that he is
sorry as he fires his steamy load of semen deep in Kerri. He fucks her deeply again and
again until his load of semen is spent.
Wit his member still spewing seed, Zach and Kerri are quickly surrounded by her parents
and brother. Zach leans down and kisses her deeply with his penis still in her depths.
Kevin moves around behind Zach and quickly spreads his cheeks. In one quick motion
Kevin is buried half way in Zach’s boy pussy. Kevin reaches around and grabs Zach’s
nipples as he rides the older boy’s ass. Kevin is turned on by making love to Zach while
Zach is still imbedded in Kerri. Kevin pounds Zach’s ass again and again with powerful
thrusts. Kerri cries out that this is so hot because Kevin is fucking both she and Zach.
Zach’s member never goes soft. Kevin’s thrusts are driving him deep to Kerri’s core.
You are so fucking hot, Kevin cries out as his seed explodes in Zach’s bubble butt. I
wanted to fuck her first, Kevin cries as he pounds Zach’s ass. Kevin rams Zach again
and again. He buries his boy dick to the hilt in Zach again and again. Zach’s penis never
softened after filling Kerri with his hot seed. Kevin pounding his ass as he fucks Zach
drives Zach’s hyper sensitive post orgasmic penis in and out of Kerri. Kevin keeps
thrusting his boy cock in Zach until his young testicles draw up and his body begins to
shake with a powerful climax. Zach’s cock is driven in and out of Kerri until his
sensitive erection is on the verge of a climax again. Kevin cries out as he goes over the
edge. Kevin pounds Zach’s ass in a wild and wanton orgasm. That thrusting is enough
to cause Zach to erupt again in Kerri’s hot body filling her with another load of his potent
boy seed. Both boys continue to thrash away mindlessly until their young hypersexual
bodies are spent.
The sun has set and it now dark on the beach. The nine of them begin to walk down the
beach toward Tim’s house. All of them are naked and for the moment sexually spent.
When they reach the house they see that it is a beautiful duplex that overlooks the ocean.
When they are inside, Cassie and Jesse flop down on the couch side by side. Cassie

begins to tell Terri about the joy of watching Jesse loose his virginity to Beth last night.
As Cassie is telling the story her fingers are playing with Jesse’s small patch of pubic
hair. She soon has the boy’s penis hard again. Jesse leans over and kisses his mother.
He begins to explore her vagina with his fingers and is soon using his fingers to bring her
to another orgasm. Cassie cries out in pleasure as her beautiful son fingers her to a
climax.
Steve looks around wondering what has happened to Beth. He sees her on a beach towel
with Kerri. Beth is sucking on Kerri’s huge clit. Kerri moans and groans as the pleasure
increases. Beth sucks the clit that looks like the hard member of a small boy as she
pleasures the 12 year old. Beth buries her tongue deep in Kerri until she can taste the
flow of the girl’s juices. That excites Beth and her tongue digs deeper. Beth loves the
taste of this girl. She needs her juices and Beth can feel her body flooding her juices.
Soon Kerri’s tongue is buried deep in Beth as they both mindlessly move to the point of
no return. Soon both of their bodies explode and flood their juices as a result of a
powerful orgasm.
Beth would love to have Kerri fuck her with her mini penis. It is as if Kerri reads her
mind. Kerri spins around and they are soon cunt to cunt. Kerri directs her little boy penis
directly into Beth’s aching member. Beth was thinking all of this was bullshit until she
felt the girl member begin to enter her. She wanted to be fucked and sucked by this
beautiful girl. Soon she felt the mini boner begin to enter her pussy. She desperately
needs this sex. Kerri is crying out as the thrusting from Beth is fading. Beth slides down
and takes Kerri’s warm cunt into her mouth.
Jessie sees that Kevin’s hot looking 12 year old boner is hard again. Jesse gets down on
the floor and begins to suck Kevin’s magnificent boy cock. Jesse takes the boy deep in
his throat.
Zach goes behind Kevin while Jesse is sucking Kevin. Zach begins to lick Kevin’s crack.
Kevin cries out in pleasure. Soon Zach feels his loins begin to ache and he feels the need
to seed Kevin. Zach penetrates Kevin. Kevin’s hot ass feels amazing to Zach. He begins
to thrust deeply into the 12 year old blond boy. Kevin cannot believe the awesome
feeling from this sexual encounter. The feeling of Jesse sucking him while Zach fucks
him is pushing him right to the edge. Kevin feels the building of his impending orgasm.
He cannot wait to explode in Jesse’s mouth. In moments Kevin is pushed past the point
of no return. Zach suddenly explodes his boy seed deep in Kevin’s hot hungry ass.
Kevin’s seed explodes out of the tip of his erection. His father and mother watch as he
fills Jesse’s mouth with hot semen. Kevin thrust uncontrollably as his penis geysers hot
milky preteen semen into Jesse’s hungry mouth. Jesse cannot believe how hot and sexy
Kevin is. He wants to suck his young testicles dry. Kevin face fucks Jesse until his
orgasm subsides.
Please let me know what you think and do you think I should continue this story. Please
send your comments to mack1137@gmail.com.
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